Modern Workplace Maturity
Assessment (MWMA)
Digital transformation is challenging. A business led
technology strategy is key to success.

0ver 70% of digital transformation projects fail. Lack of
alignment between business outcomes and technology
strategy is a common barrier.

Why customers use
the MWMA
•

Bring business and IT
leadership together to define
strategic goals

•

Align technology strategy to
business outcomes

•

Maximise return from existing
Microsoft technology
investments

•

Create a clear roadmap for
future Microsoft technology
requirements

•

Speed up delivery of key
digital transformation
projects

What is the MWMA?
Our consultants will guide you through our proprietary focused and rapid analysis to develop
and implement a modern workplace strategy, accelerating your transition to a productive,
modern workplace. Bringing together business and IT leaders, we combine a strategic review
of 10 key business areas with a technology review of your existing Microsoft on-premise or
cloud infrastructure. Our recommendations enable you to maximise the benefits from your
existing capability and identify areas for future technology investment.

Holistic Approach

Modern Workplace Focused

Secure & Compliant

Put technology and business
leaders in the same room

Our DNA is flexible working

We are a security company first

•

Ensure buy-in and contribution
from all key stakeholders

•

Align business strategy with
technology strategy

Focus is on momentum,
delivering one goal after another

•

Experts on modern mobility
platforms including Win10,
MacOS, Apple iOS and Android

•

Gold partners in Microsoft
Enterprise Mobility Management

Users need to be able to work on
any device, anywhere, at any time

•

We believe in security by
design, not as an afterthought

•

ISO 27001 certified across all
products and services

Complex modern workplaces
need a new approach to security

“The Maturity Assessment really opened our eyes to the transformative possibilities of modern working in our organisation. The
strategic nature of the engagement has allowed us to have a much clearer understanding of what’s possible in the short to
medium term and will help us deliver real change effectively.”
James Fogarty, Cork County Council
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How the Modern Workplace Maturity Assessment works,
to achieve business benefits
Workshop
• Input from business and IT leadership
• Led by industry expert consultants
• All stakeholder requirements captured

Modern Workplace
Maturity Assessment
Our promise to you

• Microsoft entitlement audit

An inclusive approach, bringing
the business and technology
teams together to increase
success and speed of delivery of
your modern workplace initiative

• Gap analysis of adoption of entitlements

An offer to get you started

• Assessment of existing Microsoft environment

• Fixed price engagement

Discovery

• €10,000

Output
• Documented strategic plan

• Clients include several FTSE 100
companies and international
top 10 law firm

• Deliverables mapped to existing entitlements
• Foundation for solution design

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
• Modern workplace technology strategy aligned to business outcomes
• Maximise return from existing Microsoft technology investment (ROI)
• Speed up delivery of digital transformation projects

Why CWSI?
We’ve been helping clients adapt to the increasing presence of mobile technologies in business since
the very first smartphones became available. Today our expert team combines our experience working
with the UK & Ireland’s leading organisations with our Microsoft Gold Partnership in Enterprise
Mobility to help our increase productivity, enhance collaboration, improve employee engagement,
streamline service delivery, increase customer loyalty, lower costs and provide competitive edge.
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